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1. Choose the correct answer (any five) : 1x5=5
fa) If ̂  electric field intensity, then

the electrostatic energy density is
proportional to

(i) B m

(Hi) 0") ̂
If}) The direction of propagation of electro

magnetic wave is given by
(Q E-B (i9 B
(Hi)B (iv) ExB
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give^'by*^ Sauge, Lorentz condition is
fil divA-neit^g

(ii) divA+^|$,o
(Hi) -divA+n£^_n

at~"
N -divA-uei^ n

Tt~°
(<^) When angle of •

Brewster's ande'^^'^® greater than
suffers a phase oh reflected ray
!» It enange ofn

2

(Hi) 0
(H) ji

N 2n<^> The degree of
reflettej fro!^^°» for ordinajy

angie-hicij Stess (index 1-5) a*
(•) 83.3«/„ St 45. .g
(Hi) 28-1% (H) 6-7%

N 61-9%(f) The set of
TE modes ^®quen • A

^  for TM and
same ^ar wave guide is
different
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2. Answer any five of the following questions

(a) What is displacement current?

2x5=10

(b) What are momentum densiiy and
angular momentum density?

(c) Define relaxation time.

(d) State Brewster's law.

(e) Distinguish between uniaxial and
biaxial crystals.

(f) What are step and guided indices?

3. (a) Write down Maxwell's equations in
differential and integral forms and
explain their physical meaning. 2+2=4

Or

Use Maxwell's equations in free space to
show that E and B are in phase and in
constant ratio. 4

fb) What are gauge transformations? What
are Coulomb and Lorentz gauges? What
are their importances? 1+2+1-4

4. (a) Discuss the propagation of plaiie
electromagnetic waves in an isotropic
dielectric medium and show that electric
field vector (E) and magnetic field vector

are perpendicular to each other. 5

(b) What is plasma frequency? 2
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s. Discuss the reflection suh ^ « „f
electrothagnetic waves at
between dielectrics li ^ ® ̂  ® interface

the incident wave^K®' condition
reflected? totally internally

5+2^=7

Or
Derive Fresnel's

from a diele^3°® ^flection of
relations verified e*r» How are the

"^^Perunentally? 5+2®7
Discuss the pr
magnetic wave in of electro-

®®'®°tropic medium. 5
Or

Discuss the T?*.«
rotation. theory of optical

(b) Es^lain phase and ̂
guided wave. S^oup velocities of

37. Write short notes on any ft
cf the following : .

(a) Skin depth

(b) Quarter-wave pUte
(c) Optical fibre
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1, Choose the correct answer (any /wd\ . 1x5 5
1  Tf P is the electric field intensity, then5ie ele<=ttostatic energy density is

proportional to

(i) B c;' \
fuijE^ b2

rt,. The direction of propagati^ of electro-
magnetic wave is g'ven by
(i) E-B I ̂
^  (iv) B'xB


